MEETING MINUTES
August 9, 2017
CLEVELAND PARK
10:00 AM

I. Welcome

ATTENDEES: Terry Booker
Debbie Lavine
Jon Woodsby
Mike Jones
Jim Mancuso
Cindy Cash

II. Updates: Upcoming Training, Election of V-Chair, New Committee members

III. Carryover Motor Vehicle Accidents

5-17-15 Sheriff #2116 (K. Shehan)
Responding to call, involved in accident with nationwide insured. Claim filed with Nationwide due to NW insured marked “contributed to collision “on FR10 from SCHP. Turned over to IRF (this vehicle has full coverage - total loss/vehicle rolled), outside council retained to represent. CLOSED

5-27-15 Sheriff #2163 (T. Amsler)
Involved in accident with other party – Struck other party from behind. Major front end damage to County k9 Tahoe. Initial FR10 from SCHP shows neither party contributed to collision per B. Fraley the investigation will continue. Turned over to IRF (this vehicle has full coverage – possible total), outside council retained to represent. CLOSED
Officer struck other party @ intersection causing damage to front passenger side bumper. Officer getting estimates. Documents submitted to AmSouth. Diary date 8/27/17. Carry-Over

5-11-16 Sheriff #1998 (B. Newton)
Lights/Siren proceeded around vehicle that made left in front of him. Officer struck that vehicle in friverside. Major damage to vehicle. SCHP investigating – dash cam damaged during impact as of 6/6/16 no resolution. Officer found at fault-meeting. CLOSED

5-12-16 E.Enf. #2304 (A. Morris)
Reared a vehicle on 85. Damage to front end. $1000 deductible/ no claim filed right at deductible with estimate of $1135.78. Sent file to insurance for other party’s damage. Open diary date 7-17-16. CLOSED

7-26-16 Env.Enf. 2473 (J. Woodward)
Struck other party (major damage to other party) front end damage to this unit. Requesting body shop vendors to come give estimates to get repaired. Diary date 8/27/17. $4522.44 on repairs. Carry-Over

IV. Carryover Injury Reports
5-6-15 Roads (T. Gregory)
IW was using a saw to cut a limb when the saw kicked back and was thrown from his hand and causing injury to the right shoulder. Awaiting reschedule of hearing Carry-Over

9-1-16 Sheriff (C. Smith)
IW was moving to place handcuffs on wanted subject, sprained knee. Knee replacement/Represented. Carry-Over

10-21-16 Roads (J. Lindsey)
Employee was in the bucket truck using a pole saw when he realized his right elbow was getting sore. He went to cut overhead when he felt a pop in his left shoulder. He injured his back as he was getting out of bucket. Surgery complete/returned to “light duty/PT”. Carry-Over
IW was searching a bag while looking for evidence when he felt a sharp pain to his right pinky finger. He observed a hypodermic needle inside. **Undergoing exposure testing/awaiting 6mon & 1yr f/u. Carry-Over**

**V. Injury Reports (April 2017)**

4-13-17 Detention (S. Trull)
IW was stripping the floor in the hallway when the IW slipped on the floor and fractured the left elbow. Light cast on elbow, f/u w/dr. in 2 weeks. **Returned to FD/Awaiting IC. Carry-Over**

4-21-17 Sheriff (J. Byrd)
IW stood up to exit patrol car and twisted the right foot causing a fracture to the right pinky toe. **Released to FD w/Brace. Carry-Over**

**VI. Injury Reports (June 2017)**

6/5/2017 Sheriff (Gary)
IW was searching for missing person and later discovered a tick on his left knee which caused an infection. **RTW w/restrictions f/u 7/31. Carry-Over**

6/14/2017 Sheriff (Burgess)
IW injured the left knee while assisting dive team when the IW stepped under a rock in the water which caused the IW left knee to bend forward. **RTLD w/restrictions. Carry-Over**

6/27/2017 Sheriff (Luther)
IW sustained bruising to the chest and ribs after a lunging tackle to a fleeing suspect. **RTFD 7/19/17. CLOSED**

**VII. Injury Reports (July 2017)**

7/5/2017 Sheriff (Soukup)
IW was attempting to arrest a suspect and injured the left wrist. **RTLD w/restrictions; referred to Ortho. Carry-Over**
7/5/2017    Sheriff    (Mendes)
IW was participating in a training scenario at the ESA. IW slipped and fell injuring the right knee. **No Treatment. CLOSED**

7/6/2017    Sheriff    (Ellis)
IW reinjured the right thumb during a training scenario. **RTFD CLOSED**

7/6/2017    R&B    (Nelson)
IW was involved in a MVA on Bible Church Rd. where the IW was found at fault. **RTFD CLOSED**

7/11/2017   P&R    (Pollard)
IW was participating at the US National Whitewater Center and later experienced a strain in the right neck and shoulder. **Released w/Restrictions (PT) Carry-Over**

7/12/2017   Env. Enf.    (Cavanaugh)
IW was attempting to cage a stray cat when the cat lunged and bit the IW left middle finger. **No Treatment CLOSED**

7/13/2017   Sheriff    (Cantrell)
IW was searching a wooded area for a possible homicide victim and accidentally stepped on a nail. **RTFD CLOSED**

7/13/2017   Sheriff    (Kent)
IW pulled a copier from the wall to repair a jam and felt a strain in the right shoulder. **No Treatment CLOSED**

7/17/2017   Env. Enf.    (Pate)
IW was involved in a MVA when a vehicle pulled out in front of the IW resulting injury to neck & back. **RTFD CLOSED**

7/18/2017   Sheriff    (Wilson)
IW was in pursuit of a suspect that jumped a fence, when IW jumped the fence IW stated that he strained the right wrist in doing so. **No Treatment CLOSED**

7/20/2017   Env. Enf.    (Westrup)
IW was bitten on the right hand as the IW attempted to load a stray cat into a cage. **RTFD. IW received LOR. CLOSED**
7/22/2017      Inmate (Locklear)
IW accidentally dropped the gate to the trailer on his left great toe as he was unloading a lawn mower. **First Aid/Detention CLOSED**

7/22/2017      Magistrate (Dillard)
IW was in the process of serving papers when the IW stepped in a hole that was covered by grass and strained the left knee. **Unauthorized Treatment. CLOSED**

7/25/2017      P&R (Ezell)
IW was riding in a bumper car and was hit from behind resulting in contusion to the right knee. **First-Aid Treatment. CLOSED**

7/25/2017      P&R (Blackwell)
IW was changing out trash bags and was stung on the left pinky finger by a yellow jacket. **No Treatment CLOSED**

7/26/2017      Magistrate (Seibel)
IW was returning from lunch and her foot accidentally slipped off the curb causing the IW to fall resulting in injury to the right shoulder. **First-Aid Treatment CLOSED**

7/27/2017      Sheriff (Rowland)
IW was pepper sprayed during training which resulted in irritation to both eyes. **RTFD CLOSED**

7/28/2017      Detention (Wofford)
IW received a laceration to the left hand after pushing open a door that had broken glass while responding to provide assistance. **First-Aid/Detention Nurse CLOSED**

7/28/2017      Sheriff (Brown)
IW was involved in a MVA and received an injury to the left hand after the airbag deployed. **RTFD CLOSED**
(NOTE): EMPLOYEES WITH MOLD CLAIMS

1. Kathy Langley  
2. Alton Dodd  
3. Andrew Lindley  
4. Anthony Jones  
5. Ashley Williams  
6. Ashley Searcy  
7. Bathsheba Rooks  
8. Bennie Hunter  
9. Bobby Mace  
10. Cacie Poole  
11. Charlene Tinsley  
12. Cheryl Stout  
13. Cynthia Parris  
14. Debbie Culbreth  
15. Delia Hunter  
16. Dupre Sims  
17. Erin V. Hall  
18. Gail Moffitt  
19. Jack Bishop  
20. James Smith  
21. John Parris  
22. Justin Wheeler  
23. Kimberly Peterson  
24. Melissa Rogers  
25. Meredith Blackley  
26. Michael Crocker  
27. Natalie Reyes  
28. Pam Moore  
29. Phillip Easler  
30. Sandra Crosby  
31. Tanya Camp  
32. Tracie Dickson  
33. Clara Carson  
34. Penny Crisp  
35. Doris Thompson  
36. Stacy Jolly  
37. Angie Collins  
38. Regina Humphrie  
39. Tammy McCraw  
40. Elizabeth Starnes  
41. April Cash  
42. Brian Nodine  
43. Debra Seibel  
44. Heidi Leidtke  
45. Aimee Freeman  
46. Nicole Polanco  
47. James Rush  
48. Kimberly McKinney  
49. Shana Cousino  
50. Gene Pierce  
51. Tracey Williams  
52. Doretha Long  
53. Johniece Wofford

Next Meeting: 
Wednesday 
September 13, 2017 
10:00 at Cleveland Park